Role-Pay Guide

Name: __________________ Date: _______________

Directions:

1. Think of a NEW scenario that could not have happened to the Sneetches BEFORE Sylvester McMonkey McBean came to the beaches, but may have happened AFTER he came.

Example: BEFORE McBean, Star-bellied Sneetches would have sat separately from Plain-bellied Sneetches on the school bus but AFTER they would have sat together.

2. Write the scenario here:

BEFORE,

_________________________________________________

but AFTER,

_________________________________________________

3. Plan two role-plays (no longer than 1 minute each!) to perform before the class. One will show the BEFORE and one will show the AFTER.

4. Make two signs, one to explain what is going on in the BEFORE and one to explain what is going on in the AFTER. Your signs can say exactly what you wrote above for #2.